Keywords for BISON/Index searching:

- eco-art
- environmental art
- biocentrism
- earthworks
- land art
- green art
- conceptual art
- site-specific art
- nature aesthetics
- nature philosophy + art
- human ecology + art
- aesthetics + environment

General Reference Sources

The concise oxford dictionary of art and artists. REF N33 C59 1990
The dictionary of art. REF N 31 D5 1996 (good for looking up subject terms)
The illustrated dictionary of art & artists. REF N5300 I45 1984
International dictionary of art and artists. REF N31 I57 1990
Modern arts criticism. REF N40 M63 1991
The Penguin dictionary of art and artists. REF N31 M8 1987

20th Century Sources

American art directory N50 A54 2003
Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Kunstler, (German, 20th C) REF N40 V6
Art in theory, 1900-90: an anthology of changing ideas REF N 6490 A7167 1992
Artist in society: rights, roles and responsibilities REF NX180 A77 A75 1995
Artspeak: a guide to contemporary ideas, movements, and buzzwords REF N 6490 A87 1990
Artspoke: a guide to modern ideas, movements and buzzwords, 1848-1944 REF N6447 A85 1993
A dictionary of expressionism REF N6494 E9 M8413 1973
A dictionary of surrealism REF N6494 S8 P4813 1974
Dictionary of modern sculpture REF NB50 D53 1962
Dictionary of turn of the century art REF N6465 A7 M28 1974
Dictionary of 20th century art REF N 6490 C5317 1998
From Expressionism to Post-Modernism REF N6490 G7243 2000
North American women artists of the twentieth century REF N 6503 N67 1995
The Oxford companion to twentieth century art REF N6490 O94
Phaidon dictionary of twentieth century art REF N6490 P46

Contemporary Art
Art at the turn of the millennium (1980s/90s, 137 artists) REF N 6490 A71652 1999
Artspeak
Contemporary art and artists REF N6490 P3234
Contemporary masterworks REF N6485.3 C66 1991
Theories and documents of contemporary art: a sourcebook of artists' writings REF N6490 T492 1996

Environmental Art (Selected bibliography)
Coe, Ralph T. Dale Eldred: sculpture into environment. NB237 E43 C63 1977
Finn, David. Henry Moore: sculpture and environment. NB497 M6 F52 1976
Goldsworth, Andy. Time. NB497 G64 A4 2000
Kaprow, Allan. Assemblage, Environments and Happenings. PN3203 K3 1966
Kultermann, Udo. The New Sculpture: environments and assemblages. NB198 K813 1968
Lee, Pamela M. Object to be Destroyed: the work of Gordon Matta-Clark. N6537 M3947 L44 2000
Nash, David. David Nash: forms into time. NB497 N37 1996
Pelkonen, Eeva-Liisa, Architecture + art: new visions, new strategies. N72 A75 I57 2005
Prigann, Herman. Ecological Aesthetics: art in environmental design: theory and practice. SB472 E25 2004

Indexes
(for looking up your subject to find articles in journals and other periodicals)
Found at http://www.umanitoba.ca/libraries, under “Articles & Databases”

ARTbibliographies Modern 1969-
Art Index, 1929 -
Web of Science

Avery Index to Architecture Periodicals 1937-
DAAI (Design and Applied Arts Index) 1973 -
Journals/Periodicals

Abitare
American Artist
Architectural Design
The Architectural Review
Art Journal
Artweek
harvard Design Magazine
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism
Journal of Garden History
Landscape Journal

Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes
Leonardo
Werk, Bauen + Wohnen
Oxford Art Journal
Places
Process: Architecture
Structurist
Studio International
Town & Country Planning

Websites for Research

Andy Goldsworthy: http://www.sculpture.org.uk/artists/AndyGoldsworthy
ArtLex on Environmental Art: http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/e/environmentart.html
EcoArtSpace: http://www.ecoartspace.org/
EnvironmentalArt.net: http://www.environmentalart.net/
Green Arts Web: www.greenarts.org (excellent bibliography)
Green Museum: www.greenmuseum.org,
Landscape + Arts Network: http://www.landartnet.org/

Internet Sources for Contemporary Art Theory and Criticism:
http://www.ohiou.edu/art/faculty/patin/internetresources.html